The des Cloizeaux and Pearson's exact solution for the spin-wave spectrum of the S=1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain is extended to the case of finite external field. It reproduces naturally the des Cloizeaux-Pearson spectrum in the zero-field limit as well as the spin-wave spectrum in the ferromagnetic state for fields larger than the critical field. The results are discussed by comparing them with predictions of other approximate theories. § 1. Introduction For a long time one-dimensional (1D) systems were considered merely as mathematical test models for theorists. Recently, however, they have gotten their own rights even among experimentalists and many materials exhibiting one-dimensional characters have been found. Jl
For a long time one-dimensional (1D) systems were considered merely as mathematical test models for theorists. Recently, however, they have gotten their own rights even among experimentalists and many materials exhibiting one-dimensional characters have been found. Jl
One of the most impressive recent experiments is the work by Endoh et al. 2 l on CuC12 • 2NC,D,, which is a typical 1D antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin system with S = 1/2. They showed by neutron scattering that its spin-wave spectrum agrees quite well with the celebrated exact solution of des Cloizeaux and Pearson ( dC-P) ;l and is in disagreement with the Anderson (molecular-field) theory. It clearly demonstrates the importance of exact theoretical studies of 1D systems. Although this experiment was made in the absence of external magnetic field, the magnetic-field dependence of elementary excitations in antiferromagnetic linear chains would be very interesting. The purpose of this paper is to study exactly the magnetic-field dependence of the dC-P spin-wave spectrum. We hope that this work would stimulate further experimental studies on dynamics of 1D Heisenberg antiferromagnets in the presence of external field. The field dependence of spin waves of lD Heisenberg antiferromagnets has previously been calculated by Pytte,"l who applied the Bulaevskii (Hartree-Fock) approximation') based on the Fermion representation 5 l.Bl of the lD Heisenberg model. We later compare it with our result. We also show that the magnetic-field dependence of the dC-P spin wave is qualitatively different from that of the classical (Anderson) spin wave. 
where the A./s are integers between 0 and N ~ 1. The energy of the state (3), which is measured from the exchange energy in the complete ferromagnetic state, is then given by where h = g;.tBHj2J.
Griffiths 8 ' showed that the ground state >Nith S = N/2 ~ r in an external field 
Using Eq. (8) and taking the limit N~=, we obtain from (5) ~ (7) the following equations : 8 )
where 
(ii) des Cloizeaux-Pearson spin-wave state:
The dC-P spin-wave state with one spin-flop sz = N/2-r -1 in a magnetic field must be identified with a set {).j}, which differs from the ground-state set at only one point. Equation (8) and this assumption then lead to two branches of the excited state. *J (ii-a) particle-like branch:
The set (12) is so chosen that two branches are connected with each other continuously. It turns out that the sets (11) and (12) can reproduce the famous dC-P spectrum in the zero-field limit as well as the well-known spin-wave spectrum of the ferromagnetic state for H>Hcr (critical field). The wave vector of the excited state, which is the difference of the total wave vector from the ground-state value, is for each branch
From (5) ~ (7) and (11) ~ (13) we may calculate the spin-wave spectrum.
Particle-like branch
Introducing x 0 =A.0/N, x=J..jjN(j=/=0), cp(x,y) =cpjl and k(x) =kh and taking the N-H;o limit we obtain from (5) ~ (7) and (11)
To obtain the excitation energy sP-c:-Egr, we put k(x) and c/J(:r,y)
where k0 (x) and cp0 (x,y) have already been introduced in (9a) and (9b). Substituting (15) and (16) into (14b) and (14c) and leaving the terms of order 1/ N, we obtain
*1 Unlike the original dC-P formulation,'' here we study directly the deviation of the wave vector k (x) from its ground-state value.
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In e17) ¢ex, .r0) may be replacecl by ¢0 ex, .r0), since it introduces differences of only 0 e1/ N). Equation (17) This simplifies Eqs. (9a) and e9b) into
where a is related to the magnetization as
The ground-state energy (9c) can be expressed in terms of fe;) as e19) e2o)
Equations (17) and (18) for the excited state can also be written with the new variable as
In order to transform (23) into a simpler expression we put e25)
Since ~0 >a>~>-a holds, (23) is then equivalent to , 4 
To derive the equation for the wave vector q of this excitation, we go back to (14a), which may be written as (29) m the N--'>co limit. Using (13) and (29), we obtain
=rr(1-p) --2tan 1 ,;o+ sa dr;tan_ 1 t; 0 -r;f(r;). 
2 Sc'
ku(r;).
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4+ (:;-r;) 2 The relations (31) and (33) detennine a as a function of II.
]{ole-like branch
The analysis of the hole-like branch can be made in a way similar to the 
where 0 is the step function and
With these quantities (5) and (12) are expressed as
where
Substituting (37) 
~o =cot ko (xn) .
2

With the introduction of a new function 1?2 (~)
Eq. (39) can be transformed to a simpler integral equation
;rr 2
7C
-a (41) is the same function as in (33).
It turns out that only the odd part of k2 ( .;) , which we define as -kh ( ~), is needed to calculate the hole-like branch of the excitation spectrum. From ( 42) we have which corresponds to (27) for the particle-like branch. The excitation energy is given by
To derive the wave vector q of the excitation we employ the equation Thus we have extended the calculation of the dC-P spectrum to the finite-field case. Notice the parallelism in the particle-like and hole-like branches:
(28) vs ( 44) and (27) vs ( 43). Analytic solutions of the equations seem difficult in general. However some features of the spectrum can be analytically studied. Moreover numerical calculations of the spectrum are easy to perform. Those results will be presented in the next subsection.
Analytic results and numerical calculations
By letting a go to zero m (31) the critical field her is obtained as her= 2. *l
In this case p goes to zero; the hole-like branch vanishes and the particle-like branch extends over the whole Brillouin zone [ -n, n]. From (28) and (30) the spectrum is given by 2P = h -1 +cos q, which is the expected spin wave spectrum for the ferromagnetic state.
(ii) a~oo limit:
In this limit h goes to zero and p approaches 1/2; the particle-like branch *1 Since the anisotropy energy is ahsent in (1), the spin-flop state is realized for finite magnetic fields. The critical field is defined here as a minimum field to obtain the complete ferromagnetic state.
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is reduced to zero and the hole-like branch extends the whole interval [ -n:, IT].
From ( 43), ( 44) and ( 46) we easily obtain the dC-P spectrum (47) (iii)
;=o~l.
To see the spectrum near q = 0 at intermediate field strengths, let us assume
We find then from (30) and (27) q::::::::2(1-2p)__!_ (48) ;:0 and
) 2 p r; ,
respectively. The solution of ( 49) is of the form Therefore the excitation energy cp Is given by (50) for small q.
(iv) To see the energy of the particle-like branch at its end point q=IT(1-2p), we put ;=0~a+O. In this limit lzp(;=) =kH(;=), which leads to
In the same vvay vve find that
In addition to this it is easy to show that cp as well as ch Is proportional to the deviation of q from the end point n:
As for the hole-like branch it is shown that the spectrum Is symmetric with respect to the middle point q = n: (1-(J) . One can easily see this by replacing Fig. 3 ) is close to our result in Fig. 2 one may compare it with our result. Although the q---'>0 and q-> ± n limits of (52) are in agreement with ours, the q dependence in (52) is different from our spectrum. Especially the spectrum (52) does not go to zero between 0 and n.
(iii) In this paper we have calculated the one-spin flop dC-P spectrum in a magnetic field; however we have not yet examined whether the spin-wave excitation is dominated by this dC-P spectrum or not. In other words we have not evaluated the contribution of the dC-P spectrum to the intensity of magnetic excitations.
This will be left for a future study. It is very likely that our clC-P spectrum is the lower bound of the spin excitation continuum: above the dC-P excitation energy there should exist continuously other types of excitations, which correspond to many-particle-hole simultaneous excitations. *J If it is true, the wave vector 2nu, at which the spectrum goes to zero, might correspond to the wave vector of the spin-Peier ls instability, 10 ), 11 ) as Pytte argues. 4 ) *l In fact, in the case of the lD XY model the operator S;+ (or S;-) is not equivalent to a single Fermion operator, but to a combination of odd number of Fermion operators.'! Therefore the motion of S; + is described by a combination of simultaneous many Fermion excitations.
